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6.

The examination of analyticity.

-

We can see after the integration by part that if v(k, s) is an
analytic function of k, v* satisfies

and v*-0

(-

However in our space

’

k-

v*--0

( /c1(2 ---’cm+ic

either the equation

-v*--0 or v*--0

can not be a criterion of the analyticity of v* unlikely to the case in
’. We see this fact easily from the following counter example. If
vl, both equations hold for v*, but v* is not regular at the origin

(Example 2).
As already seen in 3, no function 9(a, ) of has a compact
carrier. However we saw also in 3 that any element 9 of (a,
Hence we
can be approximated by {9]9} in the topology
can see that when v(k, s) is an analytic function of k, v is equivalent
in #’ to an analytic function on a compact set L(D) if v* is continuous for such sequence {9 9
9 (a, -), 9 e }.
In the following we see three examples of our divergent integrals

.

,

which are the Laplace transforms. Example 1 has no singularity on
its abscissa of convergence. Example 2 has one singular point on its
abscissa of convergence, and Example 3 has its natural boundary on
its abscissa of convergence.

gxamle 1. f()--

-

.

e-F(t)gt where N(t)----e sin (e). his

integral diverges on R()O, and e-transform (by Cesro’s methods
of summation of order ) is eonvergen on R()>
for arbitrary
We eonsider this integral as above, for example for the ease
We take the domain --2+sr, --<a+, as D. By
reeated arial integration we see

f(, t)-

*)
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+- e-"*
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sin
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e -/" cos (e’)d.

fit

The 5th term of the right hand side converges to 0 as t->, and
the 2nd and the 3rd terms diverge for R(s)<O.
Now putting s--i(a+ir) we consider the integral on (P(a,,-).

(f(s), g}--

1

s(s+l)

s(s+l)(s+2)

2

2

e_(.+)cos(e)d.,.)

+ lim. v(t, ),
where

v(t, 0)--

e

-s

cos (e )

+e

-(s+ )

sin (e),

}

We can see that there exists such that v(t,O)e t(t) for all 0.
So we see lim.v(t,t)-O and f(s) is equal to the analytic function
e-(+ TM cos (we)dr on R (s) > 2, on
1-- _S(_+)_ (__!)S +2).

.

2
2
We can do similarly for arbitrary k and see that our integral f(s)
equals the analytic extension on the half plane R(s)O.

Nxamle

2.

We consider the ease vl, i.e. f()--

ed, on

D;<O<s, --<a+. We see that

Here =a+it and the contour F is the curve shown in the above
figure and (p(, r) is the analytic extension of the function p(a, r).
We can see that

/" ["

e ij(+i)

--1

since the last term tends to 0 as in Example 1.
Now for any element of (a, r)whose compact carrier

L does
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not contain the origin, we take a sequence {(p} of q) which converges
to (p in the topology
Then we obtain

lim,_,

i(+ir)

e;>- im{f

i(a+ir)

This shows that v* equals (as the element of
--1/ik on L.

’) the analytic function

Nxamgle 8. he Laplace transform f()--

[

means the integral

,e>

e,&+e,}-

e-"[l/t gt, where

art.

f() equals -e -, so it has natural boundary on R()-0.

However even this divergent integral defines a funetional on the
half 9lane R()0 as the corollary of heorem 8 shows.
o investigate the analytie extension of

f(z)--

f(, )2 men-

tioned in 1, we have another way. hat is to say, selecting suitable
functional saee (), its element p(), ’() and T(, z)( ’()) having
as a arameter, we rewrite as follows.

he right hand side of this equation may often be defined and
may be analytic on the larger domain than the left one. Nseeially
if we can rewrite it, using T(, ) such that the maing from the
eomlex lane to ’, T(2,)is known to be weakly continuous for
D U D, we would have already obtained its analytic extension. he
following example shows this ease. Substantially this has no more than
classical results, (for example, for the integral representation of Pfunction [8), but we can see a funetional theoretical expression of the
analytic extension on the divergent domain.
Example 4. We consider the ellin transform f()-

-()g.

Here (t)(t) for 0t. Generally the integral diverges on
R()<0. However we rewrite i by f()=(.f.(>o-, ()). hen we
can see f() can be analytically extended on the whole -lane except
@--m (m is non-negative integer) and is expressed by

Especially in the ease
tion on R()<0.

()=e -, we see an expression of P func-
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